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Programming with Dependent Types in Coq:
a Study of Square Matri es

Ni olas Magaud
Programming Languages and Compilers
S hool of Computer S ien e and Engineering
University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia
Abstra t. The Coq proof system allows users to write (fun tional) programs and to reason about them in a formal way. We study how to program using dependently typed data stru tures in su h a setting. Using
dependently typed data stru tures enables programmers to have more
pre ise spe i ations for their programs before starting proving any signi ant properties (e.g. total orre tness) about these programs.
We parti ularly fo us on an operational des ription of square matri es
and their operations. Matri es are represented using dependent types.
A matrix is a ve tor of rows, whi h are themselves ve tors indexed by
natural numbers. We also take advantage of Coq modules system to have
matri es parametrised by a arrier set. Finally, this operational des ription of square matri es an be extra ted into a mainstream fun tional
programming language like O aml.
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Introdu tion

Dependent types allow programmers to provide more pre ise spe i ations for
their programs. Several programming languages [2, 17℄ have been developed in
the past few years to add some (restri ted) level of dependen y to types in fun tional programming languages. More re ently, M Bride and M Kinna proposed
a new framework [12, 6℄ to develop dependently typed programs more easily. On
the other hand, proof systems su h as Coq [5, 3℄ an be viewed as dependently
typed languages rather than theorem provers. The Coq system itself is based
on the Cal ulus of Indu tive Constru tions [13℄, a λ- al ulus with dependent
types and apabilities for indu tive denitions. It therefore an be used as a
programming language equipped with a very expressive type system.
In this paper, we show, via the example of operations on square matri es and
their properties, that one an a tually program using dependent types within
the Coq system. However, programming with dependent types within a typetheoreti framework like Coq [5℄ remains a hallenging a tivity. In parti ular
dening fun tions handling dependently typed stru tures an be awkward.
1.1

Programming with Dependent Types

In order to prove a program orre t within the Coq system, one an use two
rather dierent approa hes. The rst one onsists in having two distin t steps
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to write a program and to prove properties about it. In this ase, we rst dene
a fun tion as we would do in ML or Haskell (i.e. no dependent types involved
yet) and then prove some statements about its properties. The other te hnique
onsists in using dependent types to embed the full spe i ation of a fun tion
into its type.
Let us illustrate this with the denition of a prede essor fun tion pred for Peano's
integers nat. In Coq, Peano's integers are dened as an indu tive type with two
onstru tors:
Indu tive nat:Set := O:nat | S:nat->nat.

We present three distin t types for the pred fun tion. We also add some statements we need to prove to make sure the denition of pred is orre t.

 We an dene pred exa tly the way it would be dened in ML or Haskell,
not using any dependent types to write its type: pred : nat → nat. Then we
need to prove the following statement to make sure we a tually dened the
prede essor fun tion.
∀n : nat, n = 0 ∨ n = (S (pred n))

 We an dene it as a fully-spe ied fun tion:

pred : ∀n : nat, {n = 0} + {p : nat

| n = (S p)}.

In this ase, the type of pred is a tually a full spe i ation of pred. It states
that, given an n, the fun tion either returns a proof that n is equal to 0,
or returns a p whi h veries the property n = (S p) i.e. a p whi h is the
prede essor of n. As the type of pred ontains its full spe i ation, there is
no need to make any additional proofs.
 Dependent types allow us to be exible. Even if we do not want to write the
full spe i ation of a fun tion in its type, we do not have to sti k to types
available in Haskell or ML. Instead, we an a tually use dependent types to
rene the type of the fun tion, without in luding its whole spe i ation. For
instan e, we an hoose to write a prede essor fun tion whose type is:

pred : ∀n : nat, n 6= 0 → nat.
This spe i ation rules out the ase of 0, however it does not provide any
proof that it omputes the prede essor of n. We still need to prove
∀n : nat, ∀H : n 6= 0, n = (S (pred n H))

on the side.

1.2 Ve tors and Matri es
In this paper, we study how to a tually write programs using dependently typed
data stru tures within the Coq system. We are also interested in how to arry
out proofs about dependently typed fun tions.
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We fo us on matri es (represented as ve tors of ve tors) whi h look like the
next step into dependently typed programming after ve tors. Our main goal is
to build an operational formalisation of square matri es, i.e. to write exe utable
fun tions handling square matri es and then prove some properties about these
fun tions. Indeed, after proving lots of properties about matri es and their operations in Coq, we want to be able to run these then ertied programs, either
within the Coq toplevel or in regular fun tional programming languages su h
as ML or Haskell (after extra ting them from Coq). Other people have been
working on formalising algebra from a mathemati al point of view. L. Pottier
proposed a ontribution Algebra [14℄ to the Coq system to deal with algebrai
notions from a mathemati al point of view. Subsequent developments, in luding
des ribing matri es and their properties (Linear Algebra) have been arried out
by J. Stein [15℄ re ently. These formalisations only onsider the mathemati al
properties of the notions it deals with, without worrying about how to ompute
on these notions.
Lots of programs, in luding large libraries for parallel omputations su h as
LAPACK [7℄, deal with programming with matri es and their various, as e ient
as possible (sometimes designed on purpose for a single algorithm), representations. In this paper, we really fo us on the pra ti ability of programming matri es
operations using dependent types in Coq rather than e ien y issues. The numerous existing representations for matri es are one of the reasons why we got
interested in programming with matri es in the Coq system using matri es. It
a tually looks like a promising experimentation eld for our work about hanging data representation in type theory [11, 9℄. Indeed, matri es a tually have
numerous implementations as on rete datatypes, depending on whi h language
they are implemented with, whi h appli ations are targeted, et .
1.3

Outline

In se tion 2, we introdu e the (dependent) datatypes we hoose to represent
ve tors and matri es. In se tion 3, we dene fun tions on these data types and
highlight the te hni alities arising from using dependent types. In se tion 4, we
show how to make the implementation of matri es and their operations independent of the arrier set by using modules. In se tion 5, we survey the proofs
of some properties of square matri es, fo using on some useful proof te hniques.
In se tion 6, we extra t our development of square matri es from Coq to O aml.
Finally, we on lude with a dis ussion on the pra ti ability of programming with
dependent types in Coq, espe ially in the ase of matri es.

2 A Dependently Typed Data Stru ture for Matri es
In this se tion, we dene ve tors and matri es as indu tive data types and show
some basi properties about them. We start with ve tors and some of their
properties. Then from ve tors, we dene matri es as ve tors of ve tors.
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2.1

Ve tors and their Basi

Properties

Ve tors are des ribed by this dependent indu tive data type:
Indu tive ve t (A : Set) : nat -> Set :=
| vnil : ve t A 0
| v ons : forall n : nat, A -> ve t A n -> ve t A (S n).

This denition is parametrised by a set A. Ve tors are dened in the same way
lists are; with a onstru tor for the empty ve tor (vnil) and a onstru tor to
add an element in front of a ve tor (v ons). The new feature is that ve tors are
indexed with their length, represented by a natural number. Type information
about ve tors may allow to know whether they are empty or not. In parti ular,
it is lear that an element of type (ve t A 0) is ne essarily the empty ve tor vnil.
Given an element u of type (ve t A (S n)) for some n, it an be de omposed into
a head v and a tail vs of length n su h that u = (v ons n v vs). However, these
two interesting properties are not derived automati ally from the denition.
They have to be proven as equations by the user. Performing su h proofs require
using a dependent notion of equality.
There is no primitive notion of equality in Coq. Leibniz
equality is dened as a polymorphi indu tive predi ate:

Dependent Equality

Indu tive eq (A : Type) (x : A) : A -> Prop := refl_equal : x = x.

When we deal with dependent types, we sometimes need to talk about equality
between two obje ts inhabiting two dierent instan es of a type family, e.g.
v : (ve t t1 ) and w : (ve t t2 ) before a tually guring out that t1 and t2 are
a tually denitionally equal (i.e. onvertible a ording to Coq redu tion rules),
and therefore before knowing (ve t t1 ) and (ve t t2 ) denote the same type. For
this purpose, Leibniz equality is too restri tive. However, Coq provides a notion
of dependent equality eq_dep we an use instead.
Indu tive eq_dep (U : Type) (P : U -> Type) (p : U) (x : P p) :
forall q : U, P q -> Prop := eq_dep_intro : eq_dep U P p x p x

Su h an equality is useful to establish properties relating the length of ve tors
with their shape. For instan e, as stated in (1), a ve tor of length 0 will ne essarily be vnil. Proving the two following properties (note these statements feature
Leibniz equality)
∀v : (ve

t 0). v = vnil
(1)
′
′
∀n : nat; v : (ve t (S n)). ∃n : nat; v : (ve t n). v = (v ons n a v )
(2)
requires using a dependent equality (here eq_dep) as an intermediate step in

the proof. In the end, we an prove these equalities only be ause data involved
on both sides on the equality a tually lives in the exa tly same type (up to
onvertibility).
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2.2

Matri es on top of Ve tors

Matri es are dened as ve tors of ve tors:
matrix := λA : Set. λn : nat. λm : nat. (ve t (ve t A n) m).

By onvention, we onsider matri es are dened by rows. This means an
element of (matrix n m) is a matrix of m rows and n olumns. From an implementation point of view, it means it is a ve tor of m rows, ea h row being itself
a ve tor of length n.
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Fig. 1.

Representation of matri es as ve tors of rows

Obviously, the data stru ture we hoose to represent matri es is polarised.
Lines and olumns play two very dierent roles: extra ting a line simply onsists
in sear hing this line in the outermost ve tor stru ture of matri es. However
getting a olumn is a bit more tedious, it requires pi king up the right element
in ea h row and ombining all these elements into a new ve tor of length m.
Operations su h as extra ting a row or a olumn require pre onditions to
be he ked in order to make sure the line (resp. olumn) is a tually within the
bounds of the matrix. For instan e, the type of the fun tion get olumn features
some pre onditions:
get olumn : (∀n, m : nat. (matrix n m) → ∀i : nat. 0 < i → i ≤ n → (ve t m)

As we said before, we are interested in a formalisation of square matri es.
Square matri es are a tually elements of type (matrix n m) where n and m are the
same. So why did we not dene matri es as (ve t (ve t A n) n) ? The main reason
for this is that the stru ture of matri es is not symmetri . We want to ompute
on matri es row by row (this would be easy to a hieve by stru tural re ursion
on the outermost ve tor stru ture), but with a single index, ase analysis on the
number of rows will ae t the number of olumns and vi e-versa leading to a
lot of trouble. This illustrates that while dependent types allow to have more
pre ise types for data and programs, we should be areful not to over-spe ify
these obje ts, otherwise we will not be able to handle them at all.
On e we dened dependently typed data stru tures for ve tors and matri es
and some of their basi properties, we need to write fun tions dealing with these
data.
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3 Operations on Ve tors and Matri es
Operations on ve tors and matri es are dened either by stru tural re ursion and
ase analysis on the stru ture of ve tors or by stru tural re ursion of the length
of one of the ve tors involved in the omputation. In most ases, these fun tions
are dened using intera tive programming. It onsists in stating the type of the
fun tion we want to dene as a goal and taking advantage of the intera tive
proof system to build the fun tion step by step keeping tra k of the expe ted
type at every single stage. This te hnique is parti ularly useful in presen e of
dependent pattern mat hing whi h is usually very di ult to get orre t in one
go. In the rest of this se tion, we rst dene operations on ve tors and then reuse
them to write fun tions on matri es.
3.1

Operations on Ve tors

Let us onsider a single operation rst: omputing the opposite of a ve tor.
Fixpoint oppve t
ve t A n :=
mat h v in (ve
| vnil => vnil
| v ons p v vs
end.

(n : nat) (v : ve t A n) {stru t v} :
t _ w) return (ve t A w) with
A
=> v ons A p (Aopp v) (oppve t p vs)

oppve t pro eeds by stru tural re ursion on v. On e the above denition is a epted by the Coq system, two new omputational rules are added, namely:
oppve t 0 (vnil A) →ι (vnil A)
oppve t (S n) (v ons A n v vs) →ι v ons A n (Aopp v) (oppve t n vs)
In this example, all goes well be ause ase analysis on the ve tor v updates
the index n representing its length.
However, if we want to write a fun tion to add two ve tors, things get a bit
more te hni al. We want the addition fun tion to have the following type:
∀n : nat. (ve

t A n) → (ve t A n) → (ve t A n)

It means we only add ve tors of the same length. The ode for addve t shown in
gure 2. It pro eeds by stru tural re ursion on the rst ve tor, say v and then
perform two ase analysis in a row (on v, and then on the other ve tor v ′ ). Case
analysis on v yields a pattern looking like (v ons n1 x1 v1) whereas ase analysis
on v′ yields (v ons n2 x2 v2). Then we would like to re ursively apply addve t
with arguments v1 and v2. The trouble is v1 has type (ve t n1) and v2 has type
(ve t n2). Somehow we lost tra k of the fa t n1 and n2 are a tually equal. To
be able to apply addve t, we rewrite v1 of length n1 into a ve tor (the same one
a tually) of length n2. To do so, we need to know n1 and n2 are the same. This
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is a hieved by adding an equation k = (S n1) to the pattern mat hing stru ture
mat h v' in (ve t _ k) return (k = S n1 -> ve t A k) with. Inside the
se ond bran h, k will expand to (S n2) and from that, we will get ba k the link
between n1 and n2 using the theorem eq_add_S_tr.
Fixpoint addve t (n : nat) (v : ve t A n) {stru t v} :
ve t A n -> ve t A n :=
mat h v in (ve t _ k) return (ve t A k -> ve t A k) with
| vnil => fun v' => vnil A
| v ons n1 x1 v1 =>
fun v' : ve t A (S n1) =>
mat h v' in (ve t _ k) return (k = S n1 -> ve t A k) with
| vnil => fun h => vnil A
| v ons n2 x2 v2 =>
fun h =>
v ons A n2 (Aplus x1 x2)
(addve t n2
(eq_re n1 (fun n : nat => ve t A n) v1 n2
(eq_add_S_tr n1 n2 (sym_eq h))) v2)
end (refl_equal (S n1))
end.
with eq_add_S_tr : forall (n m : nat), S n = S m -> n = m.
Fig. 2.

Implementation in

Coq of addve t

As a general rule, fun tions whose omputations are stru turally re ursive
an be dened dire tly, as shown in gure 2. However, it is usually far more easy
to dene them by intera tive programming, and then retrieve the a tual term
built in the pro ess. A ordingly, it would only be pra ti able to write fun tions
dened by stru tural re ursion on Peano's number in this way, espe ially, if one
need to retrieve the shape of a ve tor from the shape of the index using one of
the two lemmas (1) and (2) introdu ed before.

3.2 Operations on Matri es
On e we have dened all operations on ve tors, we an go a step further and
dene fun tions on matri es. Addition on matri es is straightforward and follows
a similar pattern to addve t. We also dene a fun tion omputing opposites of
matri es and implement neutral elements 0n,m and In . Dening matri es produ t
is the most te hni al part of the formalisation. We had to build several auxiliary
fun tions.

 We start from the produ t of ve tors:
s alprod : ∀n : nat. (ve t n) → (ve t n) → A
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This fun tion is dened in exa tly the same way as addve t was dened in
the previous se tion.
The next two steps aim at dening a ve tor-matrix produ t.
 prodve tmatrix omputes the partial produ t (a tually only the c last elements of the produ t) of a ve tor of length n and a matrix with n rows and
m olumns.
prodve tmatrix

: ∀n, m : nat. ∀v : (ve t n). ∀w : (matrix m n).
∀c : nat. O ≤ c → c ≤ m → (ve t c).

It is dened by stru tural re ursion on n, rather than by stru tural re ursion
on a ve tor or a matrix.
 prodve tmat is the fun tion omputing the produ t of a ve tor and a matrix.
It orresponds to the di ult bit in the denition of produ t. The main
reason is that we need to get ea h olumn of the matrix to multiply it with
the ve tor, and as we have seen before, the data stru ture for matri es is not
well-suited for extra t olumns of a matrix.
prodve tmat

: ∀n, m : nat. ∀v : (ve

t

n). ∀w : (matrix m n). (ve

t

m)

From an implementation point of view, this fun tion simply alls prodve tmatrix with c := m and proofs that 0 ≤ m and m ≤ m. All the tri ky ode
is a tually hidden in prodve tmatrix.
 Finally, we dene the produ t of two matri es by stru tural re ursion on
the rst matrix. Ea h time we get a new row of the rst matrix, we use
prodve tmat to ompute a new row of the output matrix.
prodmat

: ∀n, m, p : nat. (matrix m n) → (matrix p m) → (matrix p n)

At this point, we have dened data stru tures for matri es as well as operations on them. However, we postponed the des ription of the modules system
we used to write our formal development.

4 Introdu ing Modules and Fun tors
To introdu e some modularity and abstra tion in our development, we would
like to use Coq modules [4℄. Coq modules will allow us to des ribe in a simple
manner whi h features we expe t from an implementation of matri es.
We start by spe ifying what signature a arrier set should have. Then we
provide the signatures we want for ve tors and matri es (see gure 3). They will
be fun tors parametrised by the arrier set.

4.1 Spe i ation of a Carrier Set
A arrier set an be spe ied using the following module de laration:
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Module Type Carrier.
Parameters A : Set.
Parameters Aopp : A -> A.
Parameters (Aplus : A -> A -> A) (Amult : A -> A -> A).
Parameters (A0 : A) (A1 : A).
Parameters Aeq : A -> A -> bool.
Axiom A_ring : Ring_Theory Aplus Amult A1 A0 Aopp Aeq.
Add Abstra t Ring A Aplus Amult A1 A0 Aopp Aeq A_ring.
End Carrier.

A arrier set onsists of a set A, equipped with an opposite fun tion Aopp, addition Aplus, produ t Amult, two distin t neutral elements for addition (A0) and
multipli ation (A1) and a pro edure to de ide equality Aeq. The set A, together
with these operations, must form a ring stru ture (all the required properties
are summed up in A_ring, see [5, Chap. 19℄ for a denition of Ring_Theory).
As an example, we build the arrier set based on integers Z:
Module Z : Carrier.
Definition
Definition
Definition
Definition

A := Z.
Aplus := Zplus.
A0 := 0%Z.
Aeq := Zeq.

Definition Aopp := Zopp.
Definition Amult := Zmult.
Definition A1 := 1%Z.

Definition A_ring := ZTheory.
End Z .

4.2

A Signature for Matri es

We omit the module type de laration for Ve tors and dire tly present the module
type de laration for Matri es. This module type (see gure 3) lists the basi operations on matri es as well as all the required properties to ensure that matri es
equipped with addition and produ t form a ring stru ture.
On e we would have provided proofs for all the required properties, we would
be able to instantiate our module with the arrier set Z for instan e.
Module matrixZ := Matri es Z .

Eventually, we also provide a module de laration for square matri es, whi h
basi ally boils down to the same as Matri es with all indexes equal.
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Module Type TMatri es.
Parameter A : Set.
Parameter Aopp : A -> A.
Parameters (Aplus : A -> A -> A) (Amult : A -> A -> A).
Parameters (A0 : A) (A1 : A).
Parameter Aeq : A -> A -> bool.
Parameter A_ring : Ring_Theory Aplus Amult A1 A0 Aopp Aeq.
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter

matrix : nat -> nat -> Set.
addmatrix : forall n m : nat, matrix n m -> matrix n m -> matrix n m.
prodmat : forall n m p : nat, matrix m n -> matrix p m -> matrix p n.
oppmatrix : forall n m : nat, matrix n m -> matrix n m.
o : forall n m : nat, matrix n m.
I : forall n : nat, matrix n n.

Axiom addmatrix_sym :
forall (n m : nat) (w w' : matrix n m), addmatrix n m w w' = addmatrix n m w' w.
Axiom addmatrix_asso :
forall (n m : nat) (w w' w'' : matrix n m),
addmatrix n m (addmatrix n m w w') w'' = addmatrix n m w (addmatrix n m w' w'').
Axiomaddmatrix_oppmatrix :
forall (n m : nat) (w : matrix n m), addmatrix n m w (oppmatrix n m w) = o n m.
Axiom addmatrix_zero_l :
forall (n m : nat) (w : matrix n m), addmatrix n m (o n m) w = w.
Axiom I_mat : forall (m n : nat) (w : matrix n m), prodmat m m n (I m) w = w.
Axiom mat_I : forall (m n : nat) (w : matrix n m), prodmat m n n w (I n) = w.
Axiom prodmat_distr_l :
forall (n m p : nat) (a b : matrix m n) (w : matrix p m),
prodmat n m p (addmatrix m n a b) w =
addmatrix p n (prodmat n m p a w) (prodmat n m p b w).
Axiom prodmat_distr_r :
forall (n m p : nat) (a b : matrix p m) (w : matrix m n),
prodmat n m p w (addmatrix p m a b) =
addmatrix p n (prodmat n m p w a) (prodmat n m p w b).
Axiom prodmat_asso :
forall (n m p q : nat) (a : matrix m n) (b : matrix p m) ( : matrix q p),
prodmat n p q (prodmat n m p a b)
= prodmat n m q a (prodmat m p q b ).
End TMatri es.
Fig. 3.

Interfa e of the module Matri es in

Coq
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4.3 Modules and Redu tion Behaviour
Our modules implementations have been de lared as transparent using the <:
notation. It means s ope of redu tion rules for fun tions dened in a module A
extends to a module B into whi h the module A is loaded. It was a tually more
onvenient to do it this way rather than stating ea h redu tion rule we may need
as a propositional equality in the signature of the module.

5 Proofs and Proof Te hniques
We do not go through all the lemmas we proved to omplete this formalisation.
Instead we refer the interested reader to the on-line des ription of the development:
http://www. se.unsw.edu.au/~nmagaud/Coq/Matri es/index.html

We rather fo us of some proofs patterns we fa ed and present some te hniques
designed to make proof development go smoothly.

5.1 Ee tive Indu tion Prin iples for Ve tors
In order to make it easier to reason about ve tors, we would like to have an
indu tion prin iple taking into a ount that one an only add ve tors of the
same length. As an example, let us onsider the following statement:
∀n : nat; v, w : (ve

t A n). (addve t v w) = (addve t w v).

To prove it, we an pro eed by double indu tion on v and then on w to de ompose
these two ve tors and then rule out the absurd ases. It is really onvenient to
fa torise these steps into a new indu tion prin iple:
∀P : ∀n : nat. (ve t A n) → (ve t A n) → Prop.
(P
 O (vnil A) ′(vnil A)) →

∀n : nat; v, v : (ve t A n). (P n v v ′ ) →
→
∀a, b : A. (P (S n) (v ons A n a v) (v ons A n b v ′ ))
∀n : nat; v, v ′ : (ve t A n). (P n v v ′ )

It makes proofs more readable, with avoiding the lutter generated by the
straightforward method. The above-mentioned indu tion prin iple an be easily
proven by indu tion on the length on the ve tors n; it allows requires to use the
two basi equalities (1) and (2) on ve tors. As proofs do not only involve two
ve tors, we have similar indu tion prin iples for three ve tors (useful for assoiativity proofs), and for one single ve tor (for proofs related to opposite and
neutral elements).
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5.2

Proof Irrelevan e

Some of the fun tions we dened are partial and therefore have one (or more)
pre ondition(s) as arguments. As a result, omputations and lemmas statements
rely on proof terms. This an be annoying as one proof of a given property A
annot be repla ed by another proof of the same property A. To avoid su h
in onvenien e, we de ide to add as an axiom the prin iple of proof-irrelevan e
∀A : Prop.∀p, q : A.p == q

to make two proofs of the same statement A oin ide whether it is required.
Anyway, to avoid trouble related to these matters, we should always universally quantify over proofs of statements needed for partial fun tions in their
denitions. In that way, we only pass variables (denoting proofs) around. Anyway, it is not always possible, espe ially be ause fun tions might generated proofs
of weaker properties to pass onto the fun tions used in their body.
5.3

Convenient Notations and Stru tured Editing

The initial version of this work has been developed using a graphi al interfa e

PCoq [1℄ for the Coq proof assistant. It provides some graphi al two-dimensional
notations and support for stru tured editing of formula and ta ti s sequen e.

Notations PCoq provides user-friendly notations for addition and produ t of
ve tors and matri es. It also provides some notations for the identity matrix In .
Altogether, it allows us to build a more readable development.

Fig. 4.

A snapshot from the PCoq interfa e

Stru tured editing was really useful to write dependent
types of fun tions and statements of theorems. It was a qui k way to shue
arguments around to get the right order for the pre onditions; espe ially when
proving an equality between two appli ations of fun tions whose pre onditions
are almost but not the same (e.g. 0 < n and 0 ≤ n).
Overall, using a ni e interfa e like PCoq saved us quite a lot of time while
developing the formalisation.

Stru tured Editing
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5.4

Some Remarks about the Development

Altogether this formal des ription of square matri es is about 2000 line long. It
took us about one month to get it up and running. Programming with dependent
types was a bit tri ky at rst, but then it went on quite omfortably. Proofs took
a bit longer, and on e we got the right lemmas it was rather pra ti able. This
shows that though it remains really te hni al, programming with dependent
types with obje ts su h as matri es an be a hieved in a reasonable amount of
time.

6 Extra tion
Using the extra tion me hanism [8℄ provided by Coq, we an extra t the ode we
wrote in Coq into ML ode. Basi ally, extra tion will dis ard the proofs, and only
keep the omputational ontent of fun tions. In addition, Coq modules will be
translated into OCaml modules. It eventually yields a ertied implementation
of matri es and their operations in O aml.
However extra tion will not exa tly yield the programs we would expe t.
Indeed the extra ted ode for a fun tion like addve t still features an index
n whereas this index is now useless. At the time the data stru ture ve t was
extra ted to O aml, the index n a tually stopped being related to the length of
the ve tor argument of v ons. As a onsequen e, we would like to get rid of it
during the extra tion pro ess.
type 'a ve t =
| Coq_vnil
| Coq_v ons of nat * 'a * 'a ve t
let re addve t n v x : nat -> oq_A ve t -> oq_A ve t ->
mat h v with
| Coq_vnil -> Coq_vnil
| Coq_v ons (n1, x1, v1) ->
(mat h x with
| Coq_vnil -> Coq_vnil
| Coq_v ons (n2, x2, v2) -> Coq_v ons (n2,
(C. oq_Aplus x1 x2), (addve t n2 v1 v2)))
Fig. 5. After extra tion, indexes like

n

oq_A ve t =

are useless variables.

Indexes remain in the extra ted ode, be ause they live in nat, a data type
whi h is dened on the omputational side of Coq rather than the logi side.
Our idea to solve this issue was to write a dual for nat on the logi al side of Coq,
namely dening a new datatype Pnat:
Indu tive Pnat: Prop := PO: Pnat | PS : Pnat -> Pnat.
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This would be a new version of Peano's numbers, erasable at extra tion time.
Unfortunately, it an not be as easy! In the ourse of the formal development,
we need a proof of disjointness of onstru tors for Pnat:
∀n : Pnat, ¬P O = (P S n).

(3)

Be ause of restri tions to allowed eliminations of obje ts of sort Prop (i.e.
obje ts on the logi side), this statement is not provable within the Coq system.
In addition, in the urrent state of our formalisation, it an not be added as an
axiom. Indeed we already use the proof-irrelevan e prin iple as a axiom. And
from proof irrelevan e and (3), one an derive False.
An alternative solution is to index ve tors with nite sets {1 . . . n} instead of
Peano's integers. In this ase, we would avoid using pre onditions to ensure an
index is a tually within the bounds. Consequently, we would not need the proof
irrelevan e prin iple and therefore be able to state as an axiom that elements in
the nite set are distin t even if this nite set is dened in the sort Prop.

7 Dis ussion
In this paper, we presented a operational formalisation of square matri es in
Coq. This formalisation is part of the ontributions to the Coq system [10℄. It
shows that one an reasonably program using dependently typed data stru tures
within the Coq proof system. This formalisation is modular and allows having
matri es on Z, R, et . at no extra ost. We proved all the properties required
for the set of square (n, n) matri es to be a ring. Note that this ring is non
ommutative, therefore there is no opportunity for using Add Ring to deal with
equations on matri es. However it would be interesting to have some sort of Ring
ta ti available for non- ommutative rings.
There are numerous work what an be built on top of this formalisation
of matri es; we an formalise determinants, write programs to solve systems of
linear equations and prove them orre t.
We hoose a representation of matri es whi h favours lines to olumns. This
kind of representation is lose to what happens in C where two-dimensional arrays (like matri es) are stored row by row. However, in Fortran, two-dimensional
arrays are stored olumn by olumn making it easier to a ess a olumn that a
line (for a line one has to ross the whole matrix to retrieve the omponents).
Other representations su h as blo k matri es, s ar e matri es are widely used.
It would be interested to experiment how tools [11, 9℄ we already produ ed to
make hanging representation of datatypes easier in Coq an be adapted to be
used with dependently typed data stru tures.
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